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Welcome to The DTS Magazine Focused on Telecom Analytics 
Welcome back. Thank you again for taking time to read about us and our thoughts. 
We had an exciting 2018. We did some phenomenal work in operationalizing a large 
Cable Operator transformation project, opened fixed wireless practice, realigned our 
organization for growth by formalizing our Analytics and program management 
practices, continued the tradition of hosting interns, and had significant beta 
planning successes with our partner’s (First Principle Innovations) access 
transformation tool set (Jibe).    

A quick marketing pitch for those who do not know us yet. Duke Tech Solutions (DTS) 
is a strategy and technology consulting company built on the foundation of a highly-
accomplished team from telecommunications and analytics industries. Each member 
of the DTS team has a multifaceted background with ~20+ years of experience 
spanning functions such as corporate strategy, product management, marketing, 
business development, and product development. Our consultants have at a 
minimum three years or more of consulting experience in advising clients at various 
levels of the organization. Some of our core capabilities include Telecom (Cable, 
Telco) solutions, Analytics and program management solutions. With significant 
working experience in each of these areas, the team is well equipped to become the 
strategy and technology partner for our clients. Duke Tech Solutions (DTS) offers strategic advisory, transformation 
guidance, and execution support for Cable Operator clients. We strongly believe in our mission statement, “Our Quality, 
Dependability, and Focus will lead to Your Success” 

As you, our Telecom friends, are starting to look into the giga bytes of data, the heat-is-on on next generation 
deployment planning, structured analytics is taking the center stage. In this magazine some of our thoughts on such 
analytics – especially on -  

- How in the world are we going to forecast utilization growth more accurately? 
- What do we think of access planning – an optimization exercise or a sequential what-if analysis? 
- How to do an integrated greenfield planning, and 
- Finally, a case study on using analytics to solve one of Cable Operator problems – namely node split costs.  

We call ourselves “Business and Technology strategists with analytical twist”. See some of our qualifications on how our 
team has been assisting our Telecom clients in solving their business problems. 

Feel free to contact us if you want to discuss any of the areas highlighted or any areas that you feel we can add value. 
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Introducing Duke Tech Solutions Cable Practice  

We are Telecom geeks with the analytical twist. All of our team members have been working in 

the Telecommunication industry for the last 20 + years. Our contributions range from product 

managing PON products for 6+ years, working on standards that you are deploying (GMPLS, 

MEF, OIF, Broadband Forum, FSAN, ITU), and providing (Access, Metro, Core) end to end 

solutions for worldwide customers. In addition, we were product managers with the financial 

(both cost containment and revenue target) responsibilities.  

For the last six years we have been exercising our knowledge to the benefit of the cable 

operators. You can find some of the “big rock” initiatives that we supported in the table below. We 

have 50+ such projects under our belt. As shown in the figure, our team assists with the challenges 

in strategy, transformation and execution.  

We have supported many cross functional strategic initiatives as highlighted below. These 

initiatives included product, technology and financial teams. Our support then typically extends to 

assist with the transformational activities that include the architectural support, change management and finally the governance of the 

program. We are also asked to support many execution related tasks such as analytics, tool development and organizational training. 

Our team credentials and work ethics speak for themselves. We look forward to working with you.  
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Executive Summary 

Predicting bandwidth utilization growth, which is key factor in determining 
Telecom operators 90% of the yearly investment, has been at a minimum a 
projection of the historical information if not a complete coin toss. Such 
forecasting is too general causing inaccurate spend in different markets.  

Improving the growth forecast by geographic location not only improves spend 
effectiveness, it also helps prevent customers from having a poor experience 
caused by high levels of congestion when node actions are not taken in a timely 
manner.  This new approach involves understanding application bandwidth 
requirements, concurrency, as well as, the demographics that drive the first 
two.   

If your company is open to improving their network bandwidth utilization 
forecasts by physical location, read on to get Duke Tech Solutions analytical 
approach. 

 

WHAT IS THE PROBLEM? 

90% of Telecom operator investment goes into 
access network upgrades. The key factor that 
determines the planning of this access network is 
the customer bandwidth utilization growth.  

We have been using historical utilization growth to 
project the future access investment. Many times, 
this process proves to be incorrect that leads to sub 
optimal investment and resource forecasting.  

This paper talks about a methodology on how to 
predict growth. 

Key Words: Utilization, Bandwidth Growth, 
Application Adoption, Demographic Influence, 
Concurrency 

A Note on Complexities with Growth Prediction 

Billions of dollars are spent each year on network upgrades each year.  Over 
90% of this is spent on the access (Edge, Outside Plant and In Home) network.  
This is why network operators need to focus heavily on access during network 
planning.  Much of the challenge that operators have and continue to face is 
keeping up with bandwidth utilization growth.  Accurately predicting this 
growth has proven to be very difficult leading to continuous re-planning, 
resulting in wasted effort and unnecessary Capex and Opex spend.   

Consumption versus Utilization: We, the telecom geeks, mistakenly use two 
types of rates interchangeably. These are consumption and utilization. Let’s 
start by demystifying these two terms. A consumption is the average data 
consumed by a customers in a day (24 hours), while the utilization is the 
average data consumed by the customers during the peak time1 (as shown 
in the figure). Typically, utilization is 50% - 70% higher than the consumption. 
As a general practice we design the access networks to meet the utilization 
needs. Why? Imagine (drawing some parallels here) your highways are 
designed for an average traffic in a day as opposed to the peak time traffic 
demands. I rest my case. It does not mean consumption does not have place in 
the Telecom industry – operators still measure the total data consumed for 
charging purposes – but it does not have a place in an access network planning.  

 

KEY TAKEAWAYS 

Growth prediction, albeit is a difficult problem, we 
created a three-step framework for analysis in this 
work. Namely understand the demand growth 
impact due to, 

▪ Demographics of a zip code 
▪ Application adoption of demographics, and 
▪ Concurrency of applications 

Taking these into account we provide a mechanism 
that improves accuracy of bandwidth utilization 
growth forecasting. 

In the current white paper, we present only the first 
part of the three-part puzzle. Will address the 
remaining in the later white papers. 

                                                                        
1 Typically, 7 to 11 in the night when all your devices are actively working! 
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Utilization Growth: We all know that rate is defined as change in something over a measured duration (e.g., acceleration is the 
change in distance over the change in time).  Why is rate important? Suppose you are getting from a local road to a highway, you 
need to accelerate so that you can catch up with the speed at which the traffic is going. That is, you use rate (acceleration) to plan 
properly to get on the highway. Similarly, network planners use utilization growth rate to plan properly the bandwidth services that 
they need to offer to their customers. Utilization growth is the single most important parameter used for the access network 
planning. No pressure, but billions of dollars of investment in your access network upgrades are dependent on this single parameter. 

You better have some thought behind it 😊  

One way to visualize the utilization growth is shown in the Figure aside. Take a typical day from the last few years. Look at how the 
utilization is growing year over year. This is that exponential thingy in the graph shown above.  

Challenges in predicting utilization growth: 

You may say, “Ok Mr. Captain Obvious, thanks for the basics on utilization growth – so what?”  The question is can 
we predict this single most important but ominous planning parameter, the growth rate, correctly? 

Let’s understand why predicting utilization growth is difficult or sub-optimal. Here are some of the challenges in predicting growth - 

- Changing customers: The customers are fickle minded. The switch back and forth between different providers. Hence a take 
rate at any given time will directly determine how much traffic and hence the growth is being contributed by them. 

- Demographics: We will talk more about this in the paper. In the meantime, the types of customer profiles impact the 
growth. Imagine the traffic patterns from an empty nester’s home versus a family with couple of teenagers sitting upstairs 
(watching air bender on their iPads, listening to Spotify and surfing net for the homework they should be actually doing!) 

- Seasonality: We, as consumers, will watch more TV during winters than in summer. Why – you know why. These patterns 
obviously will have impact on growth projections. 

- Application changes: Lately there are few OTT folks and related others are controlling our life. If Netflix introduces 4K video 
streaming (or introduces better compression), Apple (or Microsoft) releases a new software patch – the access network gets 
impacted.   

- Pent up demand: In addition to all of the above, when a network operator upgrades the network, the customers (sometimes) 
go wild and you start seeing higher traffic than predicted. This is called the pent-up demand. 

All of these drive better prediction of the growth literally impossible. If this is not bad enough, inaccurate planning also results in 
dissatisfied customers and customer churn.  This customer churn causes reduced revenue and lower profits.  Also, time has proven 
that using historical growth results is not sufficient for estimating future growth.  It is critical that improvements be made in 
forecasting bandwidth utilization growth.  Making more accurate forecasts starts with understand the underlying factors that are 
driving growth. 
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Utilization Growth Influencers – Applications, Concurrency and Demographics 

Let’s understand the intuition behind utilization before jumping into the analysis.  

Say we are finding the utilization of a network element, such as a node, with 1000 active subscribers. Remember as we discussed 
before utilization is of concern during the peak time of activity – between 7 and 11 PM of the day (for residential customers only). 
Here is a simple model that will take us through the analysis –  

Utilization = Sum of all types of applications (Average bandwidth per app * number of concurrent uses of this app) 

And of course, the utilization growth is how these parameters are changing over a period of time. 

Logically thinking, there are three primary factors that influence utilization and its growth.  These are the 

- Applications – The toys that these people own – TVs, iPads, laptops, Ring door bells, WiFi connected washing machines  
- Concurrency – How many people in a neighborhood go gaga on watching TV at the same time etc.  
- Demographics – Types of people who have different broadband usage (guys with 10 TVs to people with one TV) 

In the next few sections, we will dwell into these in a bit more details. 

Note that we are not claiming here to have a silver bullet to the problem of utilization growth but have a well thought out 
methodology for you to follow. 

Characterizing applications to talk the networking language 

Yesterday, I counted the number of gadgets that needs internet connectivity at my home. 22 is the number. But not all gadgets are 
created equal – that is from the internet usage point of view – hmm.. in geeky terms from contributing to the utilization. Now the 
question is how are we going to understand the impact of 22 gadgets? Yes – you are correct – the only way to do is classify them in 

few groups that make sense to us and to the network 😊 Let me try if I can summarize a 20 year old back PhD thesis ([1]) in couple of 
paragraphs. 

Quality of Experience (QoE): In short, if you are watching a video on your smart TV, it says – “Wait I am buffering” – then you are 
having a poor QoE from this video application. You may ask – how do I check QoE of my internet access? Well, if you are taking for 
ever to access a website that is a poor QoE. It is nice to talk in generalities. But how are we going to quantify these QoE specifications 
such that a network (bunch of electronics) do understand them? There are only three 
parameters that influence QoE – Throughput, Delay (and its variance - Jitter) and Loss 
(refer to [2]). Good thing is we can express any of the current and future applications with 
these three parameters.  

Let me explain this concept of QoE and a practical implication on the network with a 
traditional and an upcoming application. 

Suppose you are watching your favorite football match live on your fancy 1080P HD TV. The 
amount of traffic that you would be streaming at any given time would be approximately 10 – 15 Mbps. This is your throughput you 

need in the downstream direction on your access. Say you are getting buffering message – it is due to the 
unwanted delay being caused by your network. And if you are getting pixelization on your screen it is due to 
the loss of packets. So now you know how your QoE is a direct impact of your 
network behavior.  

Let’s look at your new fancy gadget at home – your door bell! I mean the ring 
door bell. It creates upstream video throughput. Now are you worried if it is 
delayed by a second or lost couple of frames worth of data? Your QoE is not very 

impacted by the not so demanding door bell. But it does create upstream bandwidth that the network 
need to worry about. Applications like security cameras, video conferencing and cloud computing are 
also adding significant demand on upstream bandwidth.  Reference the smart home whitepaper (refer 
to [3]) on the shift to smart home applications that are driving the need for higher bandwidth.   
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What did we get by these examples? We developed a vocabulary that the customer (QoE) and the network talk to each other. We will 
go into a bit more details on what these applications mean for utilization in the next white paper. We have some basics building 
blocks to build this time. 

How many such applications are active at a given time 

The second parameter in the utilization equation is the number of 
concurrent uses of these application types. Concurrency of a type of 
application is the impact of QoE requirements on the network due 
to multiple instances running at the same time. This is mouthful 
right. Let’s dig in. The concurrency could be because of in-home, 
machine-to-machine and in-neighborhood simultaneous usage.   

In home concurrency is growing due to devices running stuff at the same time. 
For example, you have bunch of TVs running along with iPads streaming 
while your kids are watching YouTube on their cell phones. This is 
becoming commonplace in a household. Gosh – we need more no-

electronics days! It is an addiction (also known as multi-tasking 😊) you 
know. In addition, this not a single household issue. Everyone in the 
neighborhood is active during the peak time. From network’s point of view 
– all of these applications are competing for the same resources.  

And then there are these intelligent machines - Machine-to-machine 
concurrency is being driven by Smart City, Smart Business and Smart 
Home applications.  

Although the machine-to-
machine bandwidth 

requirements are relatively low (at least for now), these types of smart applications 
typically trigger other network activities.  The trend and expectations are that 
machine-to-machine concurrency will continue to grow over time.   

Similar to the airline industry (only little bit more extreme in the Telecom 
industry), the operators use an over subscription ratio (sell the same bandwidth 
multiple times – typically 20 x) to effectively use the access bandwidth.  This sort of 
increases the importance of proper utilization growth forecast.  

Again, we will deal with concurrency, over subscription and access technology (refer to [4]) choices a bit more in the next paper. 

Application adoption is not the same for all households 
 

The final wrinkle in this puzzle is that – not all households are not equal in adopting to gadgets.  The elderly 
typically watch television, may access the internet sometimes to access e-mail and probably do not 
care much about a WiFi connected washing machine.  The middle-aged population uses the internet 
actively for shopping, social media and information gathering, and are keen on having the latest 

gadgets at home.  The young population are always on their phones and devices accessing social 
media, playing games and watching videos, and own a nice 4K TV.  Peak usage for businesses users 
happens at a different time than for residential users.  Households with single residents use the 

internet in a significantly different way than large families. 

Clearly, the demographics of the user has significant impact on the network usage.  While this 
relationship can be quite complex and hard to quantify, we feel there are clearly some factors whose 

impact can be better understood.  With this understanding network operators will be able to better plan for future network capacity 
needs. 
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Utilization Growth by Demographics - A Forecasting Methodology 

This summer the DTS team undertook the utilization growth prediction challenge. We developed the utilization rate forecasting 
thought leadership and a methodology to analyze the impact of demographics on bandwidth utilization growth rates. The team 
identified three key demographic factors to study - age, household income, and average household size, as we hypothesized these 
should have significant impact on data utilization. 

Caution: We recommend you focus on the methodology rather than giving too much weightage to the detailed results. Although we 

believe the results to be directionally correct, we want you to pay attention to the process. We can certainly assist you if you want 😊 

Analysis methodology 

The team used zip code level weekly utilization data over a period of three years for across various markets.  In order to correlate the 
network utilization data with associated demographics, the team utilized publicly available demographic data collected by US census 
bureau. We used the average downstream data growth rate in a given zip code area and correlated with the associated demographics 
of that area.  The data was normalized by Homes Passed (HHP) as well as Subscribers (SUB) in order to compare data across various 
markets. The results of our study clearly confirm our initial hypothesis and affirm the need to factor demographic information while 
performing network capacity planning. 

Downstream Data Growth Rate vs Age 

For this analysis we compared 
downstream data utilization 
growth rates in a zip code with 
median age in that zip code area.  
The chart shows the results of this 
analysis. 

The chart clearly confirms the 
anticipated trend showing the 
utilization growth for younger 
population significantly exceeding 
that for the older population. 

This is clearly a very significant 
factor driving data growth in a 
given area.  We are further 

analyzing the inividual age group based application adoption that explains difference in growth rates. 

Downstream Data Growth Rate vs Income 

For this analysis we compared 
downstream data utilization growth 
rates in a zip code with average 
household income in that zip code 
area.  The chart shows the results of 
this analysis. 

While the trend here is not quite as 
dramatic as in case of the age, the 
chart confirms the anticipated trend 
showing the utilization growth for 
higher income population exceeding 
that for lower income population.  The 
drop at high income levels (above 
$175k per year) may be due to the 
small number of samples we had in 
that segment. 
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This is clearly another key demographic factor driving data growth in a given area.  We are further analyzing the impact of income 
level in the house on the concurrency of devices and application adoption. 

Downstream Data Growth Rate vs Household Size 

For this analysis we compared downstream 
data utilization growth rates in a zip code 
with average household size (number of 
people per household) in that zip code area.  
The chart shows the results of this analysis. 

This analysis confirms the anticipated trend 
showing the utilization growth for larger 
household population exceeding that for 
smaller household population.   

This is another major demographic factor 
driving data growth in a given area. Further 
analysis is planned to perform categories of 
families and their impact on growth. 

 

Summary and Next Steps 

The goal for this year was to get the utilization growth rate analysis framework in place that we can apply to different customer data. 
Hence, we identified the interrelation of the applications, their concurrency and demographics from the growth rate point of view. In 
this paper we have given a peek into what to come next. 

By narrowing down from 40+ demographic factors tracked by US census to a three core factors that influence growth rate - we made 
this forecast a feasible study to conduct for our customers, per their request. 

In the next white paper, we will go into the details of the application characteristics, their concurrency along with the demographic 
characteristics presented in the current paper on the utilization growth projections. 

Stay tuned and have happy holidays. 
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Access Planning – One Step Optimization or 
Cyclical What ifs 

How are you planning your access network transformation, which is 90% of your yearly capital investment? Are you 

keeping your stakeholders happy? Keep in mind they are the one who are going to open the check book! The question is 

how are you going to convince (and meet the needs) of your stakeholders with the fancy access planning exercise.  Lets 

look at couple of options that are out there. 

Sudheer Dharanikota 
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Is Access Network Planning an Optimization Problem? 

You, as a Telecom operator spend 90% of your yearly capital spend on the access networks. 

So yes – it is a big deal how effectively you plan for your access investment.  

The good part is we have many analytical tools now to solve this problem. We do have many 

smart people who can work on it. The question is - How much of behind the scenes 

optimization makes sense here? 

There are two camps evolving here. One thinks we need to turn this into a one step 

optimization problem - optimize the access investment to some constraints. The other 

thinks we need to make this a cyclical what-if analysis based on different business rules.  

This blog gives our opinion on access planning topic as people who lived through multiple 

(at least 5 of them ☹) access transformation strategies. 

Understand the why? - Who are the Stakeholders? 

Before getting sucked into fancy discussion, lets understand why we are doing access 

planning and what are the competing needs. As a planning lead, you need to satisfy 

different leaders (after all they are giving you 90% of their capital budget!). 

- The strategists: They come from different areas. The product owners, the 

marketeers, the real strategists, the architects who care about the service offering 

to the customer etc. 

- The executioners (operations): Then there are the people who actually worry 

about executing to the plan. They have real issues you know – how to procure the 

labor, how much material do they need, how to keep the cost down etc. 

- The financial controllers: Well all of this does not come for free. You have capital 

constraints. There is something called capital intensity ratio! 

Your job is to keep all of the above leaders happy with your plan. Yes – you my dear access 

planner – have a tough job. But keep in mind, in addition to all of the above, your 

competition is not sitting idle – they are going to disrupt your well-planned plan 😊 

 

Planning Optimization – Let the Math do the job 

 

Let’s peel the onion.  

According to dictionary.com, optimization means – “A 

mathematical technique for finding a maximum or minimum 

value of a function of several variables subject to a set of 

constraints, as linear programming or system analysis”.  

Let’s assume planning as a theoretical problem to solve. We will 

then paraphrase the planning optimization as – minimize the 

access plan for the yearly spend (or hmm…. NPV over five years) that 

meets the strategists needs with the operational constraints. 

As a cable operator, should you 

optimize an access network 

planning, or should you do a step-

by-step analysis to converge to a 

suitable solution? 

 

What is the problem? 

As the analytics take center stage in 

the communications industry, there 

is a constant struggle to figure out 

what is the right path? One great 

example is the access network 

planning. I have been discussing this 

topic with elites of the cable industry 

for a while. Should we take the 

analytics to the extreme and call the 

access planning a one-step 

optimization problem or should we 

do a step-by-step cyclical controlled 

planning what-if planning? 

Key Takeaways 

▪ Understand your stakeholders 

(strategy, finance, ops) needs 

▪ Remember competition does 

not plan by optimization 

▪ Your leaders need convincing – 

you need to walk them through 

the numbers by intuition  
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Say you hired a bunch of data scientists and ask them to create an optimization program on your Hadoop platform with SAS based 

analytics. What next? You go show it to your stakeholders. They start asking questions –  

- Can you model prioritization of market A versus market B? 

- Can you take my business customers to FTTH and my residential customers to fiber Deep? 

- I have labor issues in north west region, can you optimize it for some of my operational constraints? 

- Oh … I am not sure how this Telco is going to react to my strategy? Can you optimize this for short term and long-term 

planning cycles? – May force sub-optimal solution.  

- Question - How can you incorporate multi-variable constraints in an optimization exercise? 

- Question - How do you compare solutions that are optimized for different parameters? 

Your task is to steer your data scientists to get the results that you can explain to your leaders. Believe me they would like to know the 

details. You say that my mathematical model is saying this! When you are talking to the leaders, they need get the intuition behind 

the numbers! Your job is to bring it out from the data that your optimization model is creating. On top of this you need to provide 

different comparative metrics that satisfy your stake holders. For example – what are the investment efficiencies by taking different 

strategic decision? What is the resource efficiency across options? Etc. 

Cyclical What if Planning – Step by Step Analysis 

Another approach to solving the planning 

puzzle is to do a step by step analysis (of course 

optimization is involved here) with different 

business rules iteratively. Once we have the 

results look at the results if it makes sense 

operationally and strategically with a 

competitiveness lens. 

This methodology helps you answer all the 

questions that your leaders have on their mind, 

as mentioned above. In addition, it also assists 

you taking your leaders through the whole 

planning process logically. You are not walking out with the answer that you are leaving it to the math. 

Our Recommendation 

Living through multiple transformational strategy creations both with the products companies and with the cable operators as 

consultants – one thing we learned (many times in a difficult way) – you need to convince the bosses with the intuition before they open 

the check book. Walk them through your access transformation step by step with the intuition. Note that there are many stakeholders 

here – strategists, ops and finance. Giving a convincing planning strategy is not a onetime optimization problem but creating an 

intuition that your leaders approve will win their pocket. 
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Greenfield Transformation Planning -  
A case for an integrated approach 

 

In a typical access planning process, planning for current greenfield deployments and future transformation of these 

greenfield areas is mostly ignored - leaving a gap in long-term strategic planning. This blog introduces how to close the gap. 

 

Luc Absillis 
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What? Greenfield planning? 

You, as a Telecom operator, know that you will expand your network over time by covering 

new neighborhoods in your footprint or expand into all together new areas all together. 

Planning for network expansion is even more daunting task than creating your brownfield 

network transformation plan.  

The only information typically at your disposal is a high-level prediction of number of new 

homes passed in a broad geographical area over time without any details. As a result, 

operators tend to include a high-level budget plan for yearly greenfield buildouts as a 

standalone budget item in their long-term plan. 

Stating the obvious, once a greenfield area is buildout and made operational, it becomes 

part of the network and will need to evolve over time just like any other part of the network. 

In most planning cycles this truth is simply ignored raising questions such as: Where is the 

budget for greenfield evolution? What is the long-term impact of initial greenfield 

deployment model and technology? Will I have the resources to handle greenfield and 

brownfield? 

Should I do integrated or standalone greenfield planning? 

Ignoring greenfield transformation leaves a big gap in any long-term strategic plan. At a 

minimum, for all the forecasted greenfield a best effort network architectures and long-

term network transformation plan should be created. Doing so will enable you to:  

- Create a complete view of the greenfield impact on the overall budget and 

resource plan, 

- Compare and contrast the long-term impact of different greenfield deployment 

architecture and technology selections, and 

- Plan for greenfield consistently with future strategic direction 

While greenfield transformation planning mitigates the planning gap, looking at all the 

future greenfield deployments as stand-alone networks is unrealistic, needlessly complex 

and suboptimal. As mentioned before, once a greenfield area is completely buildout it 

effectively becomes part of the brownfield network and should be treated that way. 

Logically it makes sense to incorporate the greenfield transformation in the brownfield 

network transformation plan. This approach is not only more realistic but will result in 

additional benefits, such as: 

- Comprehensive cost and resource view over the current and future networks 

- Consistent network transformation strategy across footprint, and  

- Synergies across the footprint 

 

We don’t have greenfield details. How can we define 
transformation plan?  

Yes, greenfield forecasting is a crystal ball exercise! Going further out in time the only 

forecast information available is the number of homes added for a certain area. With all the 

As a cable operator, do you plan 

your greenfield expansion 

standalone or integrated with your 

network transformation plan? 

What is the problem? 

Longer term greenfield expansion is 

a crystal ball exercise. Not knowing 

the details, operators tend to plan 

for the high-level greenfield build-

out cost as a stand-alone budget 

item ignoring the impact on the 

overall network transformation plan.  

Key Takeaways 

▪ Greenfield footprint becomes 

brownfield and needs to evolve 

overtime 

▪ Greenfield initial technology 

selection has a big impact on 

future transformation needs 

▪ To create a complete long-term 

enterprise level network 

transformation plan, greenfield 

transformation needs to be 

considered 
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information we have on the brownfield network it is still a daunting task to create 

a solid network transformation plan, so how are we to do this for a completely 

unknown future greenfield network. 

Unknown is the key word here. If you think about is this future network really that 

unknown. Looking at are current network there are only a handful of 

fundamentally different urban morphologies served (e.g. rural remote, rural, 

urban, urban downtown). For each of the morphologies we have a solid grasp on 

all the key network parameters and how different network architectures and 

technologies can be used. Given that knowledge it is relatively straightforward to 

turn homes passed number for a defined area into a fictional but realistic node 

level network architecture. 

Once this hurdle is passed we can reuse all the techniques and tools we developed from brownfield transformation planning to create 

the greenfield transformation plan. But why stop there? Surely if we are using the same tools and techniques, we should combine all 

greenfield and brownfield transformation plan into a single effort.  

To that extend is our firm belief that brownfield network transformation planning tools should be extended to incorporate scheduled 

topology scope extensions to enable integrated greenfield network transformation planning.  

Our Recommendation 

Greenfield transformation planning is too fundamental of a problem to ignore. We firmly believe that the best approach is to integrate 

brownfield and greenfield network transformation planning. From our experience, in creating network transformation plans, we are 

convinced that we can create realistic greenfield network models that can be used as input to brownfield transformation tools.   The 

next and final step is to enhance the planning tools to accommodate greenfield expansion. 
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Applying Analytics to Reduce Node Split Costs 

Unless you know how to use analytics as a tool to solve a business problem – you will get sucked into wasting your time 

and creating not so useful results. In this blog we show, with an example (get control over the node split costs), the steps 

involved in solving a complex problem. Note that analytics is only a step in the multiple stages involving in a business 

problem. Pay close attention to the methodology. 

Mohammad Zubair, Sudheer Dharanikota 
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Problem – Sudheer my node split costs are +200% to -200%! 

That’s how our day in the life as a consultant begins!  

Our client is under pressure to identify what is going wrong with the node splits (a network 

action to alleviate congestion) that is swinging like a full-blown pendulum. We are talking 

about millions of dollars of discrepancy here. 

Taking it little slow – when you budget for a construction project, granted there are many 

material and labor cost variables, the variance should be +/- 10%. If the variance is 20 times 

the norm – you got a problem.  

So, what do you do now? You have 3 days to figure out because that is all your client have. 

Take the right help early to understand the data 

Of course, you were given couple of megs of data. There are these costs with all the weird 

categorization - some you understand (material, in house labor, contract labor related) and 

some you have no clue (Vendor X APXY1025 – 1230nm ….). And there are some project 

related data – where is this project happening, name of the project, miles constructed etc.  

You give a panic call to your analytics lead. He nonchalantly says – send me the data, I will 

take a look at it. Then starts the barrage of questions about the data. Ok.. Ok.. you are 

hitting the limit. Time to call the guy who actually knows about the bits and pieces. Get help 

from the domain expert first. 

Here are few things to keep in mind in organizing the data with both the experts on – 

- Create a dictionary to classify the data you received into reasonable categories 

- Normalize the data to compare the apples to apples costs (such as cost/mile) 

- Compare or analyze the normalized costs within the same categories 

You may ask – when are you going to talk the math! Not so fast sport.  

Have a hypothesis – You need to narrow down your assessment though intuition 

The problems come from different angles – process related, finance related, operations related, architecture related, pure strategy 

related etc. And you have gazillion ways to skin the cat. But the problem is you have only three days to solve the problem!  

You got to start with some hypothesis – are these process related problems, material problems (excess spares, wrong parts, 

architectural issues etc.) or labor problems (in efficient in-house labor use, excessive errors, improper coding of the work). If you do not 

narrow them – there goes your time to complete the task.  

Now start working in the opposite direction. How can you prove if it is a process problem or a material sparing problem or a labor 

related problem? How can you get the intuition out of the 

big (or not so big) data that you are given? Here are some 

hints – 

- Start with visualizing the data – plot multiple 

dimensions against each other  

- Take some basic statistical measures against 

each other for example between different 

markets  

How to apply some of the fancy 

analytics to solve a real-world cable 

operator problem? Here we show 

some of the steps we took to reduce 

the node split cost by 50%. 

What is the problem? 

We were asked by a dear friend and 

an operator – our node split costs are 

swinging extremes. He gave me the 

whole weekend (well – 3 days 

actually, including Friday) to figure 

out what is going on. He said, “I have 

a Monday morning meeting, you 

guys pretend to be smart – solve it”. 

Yup – we took the challenge and 

solved the puzzle. 

Key Takeaways 

▪ Partner the domain expert and 

the data scientist together 

▪ Hypothesize before delving into 

the details 

▪ Apply right analytical tools that 

are applicable for your problem 
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- Understand if there are any outliers in your data under different categories – why is that optics costs high in XYZ market? 

- Get the intuition of how can you access different issues – process, material, labor, architecture etc.  

Once you have an idea of where you are heading with the data and what are the potential problems - then get into the math.  

Look at the major problems – What are your low 
hanging fruits, major contributors … 

Now you are getting into the geeky stuff.  

You have 10+ different variables in the data and you need to figure out what is 

the relation between them – more importantly which projects are the outliers. 

If you are talking about two or three 

variables you can visualize using a nice 

graph. But the problem is if you have more 

than three variables how do you show the dependencies. There come multi-variate analytical tools 

handy. Here are some pointers. You may -  

- Reduce your 10 dimensions to two or three for initial visual analysis 

- Reduce your 10 to say 6 or 7 principle change contributing dimensions 

- Use different visualizations (such as Fourier transform) to show outliers  

 This is mainly to find the outlying projects (in this case the node splits) – say the top ten offenders. 

Once the outliers are found – let your hypothesis play to figure out what are the causes for being the 

offending project. Could be due to exorbitantly higher than normal material costs – because your 

sparing strategy is not fine-tuned (or not followed). This could be a simple process related correction.  

Then we get into some serious comparisons such as the costs are outrageous because they are 

spending too much on the contract labor or excessive expensive in-house labor. You can find some of the expensive trends here. 

Then comes the not so low hanging solutions. You may have to go deep into the problems such as architectural and strategic in nature. 

Our goal here is not to go over 

them in detail. We will soon in a 

detailed white paper. Note that 

many of our recommendations 

are straight forward. But the 

process of getting to this place is 

where the fun is.  

In case you are wondering, yes, 

we did get through the analysis 

and proposed the areas of 

correction to our client in three days. 
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DTS - Solving your problems with Analytics 
At the core, DTS consultants are problem solvers.  We understand operators’ challenges 
and can help them to precisely identify their problems and define the right strategy 
to address them.  Over the years it became more and more apparent that for both 
identifying and addressing a problem we were relying on a broad set of data 
analytics tools. So much so that we decided to create an internal team focused on 
data analytics. 

Since its inception the analytics team has been working along two main dimensions: 
efficiency improvement and capability expansion. Efficiency improvement is 
realized by introducing best practices and new methodologies to execute data 
analytics task, such as data cleanup and data visualization, that are part of most of 
our consulting engagements. Capability expansion is the never-ending quest of 

increasing our data analytics skills in a very targeted approach to bring new insights to the problems areas our 
consultants are tackling. 

One of the early realizations from the analytics team is that are customer facing consultants cannot, and not should they 
be, proficient in all the new tools and skills the analytics team is developing. As a result, a third dimension in the analytics 
team work was introduced to train our consultants in the “art of the possible” and establish a procedure for our front end 
consultants to engage the analytics team in their problem solving activities. 

The analytics team effort has taken our organization to the next level and we believe will allow us to serve you even 
better.  

To learn more about how DTS can help, please visit us at www.duketechsolutions.com 

 

Luc Absillis (Director of Analytics) 

Luc.Absillis@duketechsolutions.com, 

http://www.duketechsolutions.com 
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